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ABOUT ALUMINA

We are leaders in the aluminum market in Colombia and have presence in the 
United States, Central America, Caribbean islands, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia in the 
construction, industry, food preservation and furniture sectors. 

With over 60 years of experience, we have two production plants located in Itagüí 
(Antioquia) and Yumbo (Valle del Cauca) that allow us to manufacture extruded, 
rolled, and machined aluminum products, which are transformed under the highest 
quality standards. We always act within an ethical and responsible framework 
complying with all the current regulations, which provide our customers with the 
certainty of receiving an excellent product tailored to their projects.
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We foster a culture of innovation that 
encourages creativity in order to add value 
to our processes, products and services. 
For that reason, we developed a design and 
engineering team of over 20 people focused 
on accompanying and co-creating, hand in 
hand with builders and architects, innovative 
solutions that allow for solving the needs of 
all types of projects; helping to build 
sustainable and aesthetic buildings that 
comply with the glazed systems current 
regulations.   

In ALUMINA we promote environmental 
sustainability in our production processes 
and the integral development of our 
employees. In this way, we generate value 
for the society, creating close relationships 
with our clients and consumers.    
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ALUMINA 
SUSTAINABILITY

In ALUMINA we care for the environment and 
contribute to its conservation and preservation by 
controlling every stage of our production process, 
adopting the circular economy model with which we 
reduce the environmental impact. More than half of the 
aluminum we use in our production process is 
recycled, generating higher savings in raw materials 
and resource consumption and allowing us to be a 
world-class company committed to sustainability.

Aluminum can be recycled endlessly, with no loss of 
quality or properties. This metal has multiple qualities 
such as corrosion resistance, low weight, malleability, 
among others, which make it the perfect ally for any 
type of project.

Recycling aluminum only requires 5% of the energy that 
exploiting primary aluminum does. It only emits 5% of 
the greenhouse gases as well. That is the reason why 
every time you use an ALUMINA brand product, you 
contribute to the care of natural resources and the 
sustainability of the planet. It is a material that provides 
points for the institutions looking for environmental 
certifications.

Our environmental commitment is also reflected in our 
certification under ISO 14001 standard. Each of our 
collaborators is committed from their own role in the 
company and visualizes the care of the environment as 
a company value. Thus, ALUMINA brings life to 
our world.
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COMMITMENT 
TO QUALITY

» Our unique systems are designed to comply the 
NTC-6313 standard; regulation that ensures the 
basic performance of glazed systems in Colombia 
in terms of tightness and wind resistance. 

» We provide certificates of origin and chain of 
production for all of our products that allow 
construction professionals to obtain points for 
LEED or EDGE type certifications. 

» Our commitment is to responsibly design 
architectural enclosure systems that meet the 
requirements of the urban planning office for 
compliance with the 2010 earthquake resistant 
standard (NSR-10).

» For our exclusive enclosure systems, we develop 
calculation reports and documentary justifications 
that provide information through which auditors 
and / or technical supervisors issue the certificates 
of occupancy required by the law of safe housing 
(1796 Law).

We have a wide variety of finishes in both 
anodizing, liquid and powder paint, which gives the 
product greater resistance to abrasion, greater 
protection against corrosion and prolongs its 
lifespan. 

» Anodized: We guarantee high quality based on 
international anodizing standards in terms of 
anodic and sealed layer thickness, providing a 
durable, non-absorbent or reactive finish to the 
different conditions the product is exposed to in the 
environment. We meet QUALANOD.

» Paint: Our quality standards are based on the 
international paint standards in terms of coating 
thickness and pre-treatment quality of aluminum, 
which allow optimum adhesion making it resistant 
to different environments and mechanical stresses 
without fractures in the paint layer. We meet AAMA 
2603 and AAMA 2604 for powder paint and AAMA 
2605 for liquid paint.

» We have the appropriate equipment and 
processes to ensure compliance with the quality 
specifications for extruded products of 
AA6000-series aluminum alloy, and for rolled 
products of AA1000 and AA3000-series aluminum 
alloys.

» We select raw materials to make sure that they 
are free of contaminant agents and are always 
aligned with the final use of the product.  Besides, 
we maintain the chemical compositions within the 
standards of the Aluminum Association.

DESIGN FINISHES

PRODUCTION

All our products are designed, produced, and finished 
under strict compliance of regulatory and legal 
standards. This has allowed us to gain experience, 
develop knowledge, and a competent staff to offer 
aluminum solutions that are developed under the 
highest quality standards, which provide our customers 
with the certainty and confidence of being working with 
the best partner for their projects.

» Matrices and aluminum profiles are made under 
international standards (ANSI H35.2 - ASTM B221) and 
according to the available equipment. Exclusive use of 
matrices by the customer is guaranteed as well as the 
necessary number of copies, their respective 
replacement by wear, and intellectual property of 
developed profiles.
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WE BRING OUR CLIENTS’ 
IDEAS TO LIFE 
THROUGH PROJECTS 
THAT LEAVE THEIR MARK 

Custom solutions
For ALUMINA, innovation and architecture go hand in hand, that is why we understand the challenges 
proposed by architects, designers and constructors who look for differentiating themselves and leaving 
their mark on their projects.

We have a support plan led by an experienced team of professionals in engineering and technical advice 
willing to provide guidance for every step such as the conception of the idea, selection, prototyping, 
specification, production and installation of architectural enclosures. Thus, we help our clients to make 
their dreams come true. 

SHARE YOUR IDEA WITH US SO 
WE CAN HELP YOU DEVELOP IT !
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FIC OFFICE BUILDING 

PRIVÉ 

Description: Structural Glass facade with 
aluminum profiles and glazed vertical 
sunshades.

Location: Ciudad del Río, Medellín.

Product: 65 Series unitized semi-floating 
double skin glass facade system and vertical 
glass sunshades, fixed to a concrete 
structure with aluminum profiles. 

Architectural firm: Taller de diseño 
AIA- Estudio Área 4.

Designed by: ALUMINA.

Manufactured and installed by: Ventanar S.A.

Location: Williams Islands beach, FL.

Architectural firm: Sieger Suarez Architectural Parternership.

Manufactured and installed by: Continental Glass Systems. Supplier ALUMINA S.A. 
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Description: Curtain Wall system with aluminum tubular profiles.

Location: Cartagena, Ciudadela Serena del Mar. Universidad de los Andes, educational 
section. Cartagena Barranquilla Highway - kilometer 12.

Product: 2’’ diameter vertical profiles with circular tubular section, spaced 2” from each other, 
with fixing system to concrete structure, manufactured in aluminum profiles hidden from the 
outside view.

Architectural firm: Brandon Haw Architecture, New York.

Manufactured and installed by: GMED acabados arquitectónicos. Supplier ALUMINA S.A.

Location: Sunny Isles Beach, FL.
 
Architectural firm:  Sieger Aurez 
Architectural Parternership.

Manufactured and installed by:  
Continental Glass Systems 
Supplier ALUMINA S.A. 

Location: Sunny Isles Beach, FL..

Architectural firm: Cohen, Freedom, 
Encinosa & Associates.

Manufactured and installed by: 
Continental Glass Systems
Supplier ALUMINA S.A. 

SERENA DEL MAR

PORSCHE TOWER MANSIONS AT ACQUALINA
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300 COLLINGS

AYACUCHO 
TRAMWAY LINE 

Description: Glass enclosures with aluminum 
profiles structure.

Location: Medellin, Ayacucho tram terminal 
and transfer to La Sierra and Miraflores cable 
car system.

Product: 75 Series facade system, double skin 
glass type with vertical profiles for lights of 
8.60 m, steel-reinforced inside with double tee 
“I” shape cross-section.

Architectural firm: Oficina de diseño Metro de 
Medellín, architect Patricia Bustamante.

Constructed by: Agrupación Guinovart Obras 
y Servicios Hispania S.A.

Designed by: ALUMINA S.A.

Manufactured and installed by: ALUMINA S.A.

Location: 300 CoIlins Miami Beach, FL.
 
Architectural firm: Charles H. Benson & Associates.

Manufactured and installed by: Continental Glass Systems. Supplier: ALUMINA S.A.
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CURTAIN WALLS

U N I T I Z E D   S T I C K   M O D U L A R  S T I C K

Glazed facades and curtain walls are terms used to describe the building skin that carries no 
load other than its own weight. This load is transferred to the building structure through 
auxiliary anchors and supports.

Installation depends on the type of facade, it can be carried out on site using the stick system, 
with on-site module development, unitized system, with modules pre-fabricated in plant that 
get to site ready to install, or modular stick systems that offer the possibility of installing 
crossbars first and then attaching glass modules preassembled in plant. 

According to their process, the glazed facades bring great benefits such as better control of 
thermal insulation, energy saving in air conditioning systems, natural ventilation to the spaces, 
acoustic and rainwater insulation, and solar energy gains.

That is the reason why when designing a facade, it is of utmost importance to take into 
account building location and shape, weather, wind pressure and suction, distance 
between concrete slabs and expansion joints, etc. As all architectural enclosures, the facades 
must also comply with the general conditions of current regulations.

WE F ILL  YOUR PROJECTS 
WITH PERSONALITY

12
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BENEFITS

FEATURES

UNITIZED  CURTAIN WALLS

63 & 65 Series 

It allows for the necessary tolerances with regard to the building movement.

Designed to assume the dimensional changes caused by seismic movements 
or concrete slabs deformation.

The glasses are attached to the aluminum modules through the use of 
structural silicone and sealed along the perimeter with each other and with the 
aluminum through the use of silicone sealant.

Since all modules are prefabricated in plant, high quality and uniformity are 
guaranteed. 

Installation time is improved.

Safe working conditions are promoted as it can be installed from the interior of the 
enclosure (when covering the concrete slab edge or sill is not required).

It does not required storaged area on site.

Installation labor costs are reduced.

Unitized Curtain wall system designed to be efficient in production and installation stages. A 
“rainscreem” principle to colaborate in water tightness.
This sistem is the ideal solution to use in large scale projects.

Glass thickness

9mm – 23mm 63,5 mm x 115mm

6mm – 38mm 63 mm x 140mm

System Profile width 

* For facades with internal corners of 90% glass should not exceed 10 mm thick

Unitized curtain wall 63 series

Unitized curtain wall 65 series

  

Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.
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Gentle operation and easy safety. 

WINDLOAD RESISTENCE

Acustic isolation conditions.

AIR TIGHTNESS

Leak reduction without affecting 
possible uses.

WATER TIGHTNESS

Perimetral sealing system to enhance 
performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

UNITIZED  CURTAIN WALL                              63 Series

PERFORMANCE

DESIGN

Assembly
Horizontal and
vertical lining

115mm

63,5m
m

100mm

» Assembly is carried out outside the enclosure.

» Installation of the curtain wall module along the concrete slab or sill is permitted.

» Installation of firewalls is not necessary.

*The reference levels are between 1 and 6, with 6 being the highest performance value

14
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PERFORMANCE

Anchor

140mm

125mm

63m
m

Horizontal section

DESIGN

» Safe and practical installation from inside the enclosure.
» The anchors are installed on site and positioned in such a way that they can hold two modules during the curtain 

wall installation.
» The anchoring system design allows plumbing, leveling and positioning of the facade modules. 
» Installation of certified firewalls is necessary.

15

PERFORMANCE

*The reference levels are between 1 and 6, with 6 being the highest performance value

3D view

UNITIZED  CURTAIN WALL                              65 Series

Gentle operation and easy safety. 

WINDLOAD RESISTENCE

Acustic isolation conditions.

AIR TIGHTNESS

Leak reduction without affecting 
possible uses.

WATER TIGHTNESS

Perimetral sealing system to enhance 
performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

6 6

66



Ideal for low-rise buildings or small areas

Double or triple ceiling height in first floors

Due to the way it is installed, manpower and installation time costs can 
be high compared to unitized systems.

STICK CURTAIN WALLS 

45 & 75 Series

Traditional system of uprights (vertical and horizontal crossbars), in which the components 
are assembled piece by piece in the building structure.

45mm x 140mm
45mm x 105,4mm
45mm x 65,4mm

6mm – 38mm

6mm – 38mm

75mm x 139,7mm

Stick curtain wall 45 series

Stick curtain wall 75 series

BENEFITS

FEATURES

Flexible system which allows on site adjustments.

Low cost transportation

Low cost manpower

Glass thicknessSystem Profile width 

16

  

Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



STICK CURTAIN WALLS                                45 Series

PERFORMANCE

System oriented/intended for low-rise buildings or small regions. It is ideal for moderate distance 
between anchors.

DESIGN

119mm

45m
m

105mm

Full glass Facade 

Assembly 

119mm

45m
m

105mm

Plane

17

*The reference levels are between 1 and 6, with 6 being the highest performance value

Horizontal and
vertical lining Horizontal sections

Gentle operation and easy safety. 

WINDLOAD RESISTENCE

Acustic isolation conditions.

AIR TIGHTNESS

Leak reduction without affecting 
possible uses.

WATER TIGHTNESS

Perimetral sealing system to enhance 
performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

5 5

55



DESIGN

Assembly 

System intended for buildings up to 30 floors in which the distance between concrete slabs is elongated. The 
robustness and firmness of the profiles allow the installation in double height lobbies and complex
geometric facades.

153mm

75m
m

140mm
Plane

184mm

140mm

75m
m

Plane
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STICK CURTAIN WALLS                                75 Series

Full glass Facade 

Horizontal sections

Horizontal and
vertical lining

PERFORMANCE

*The reference levels are between 1 and 6, with 6 being the highest performance value

Gentle operation and easy safety. 

WINDLOAD RESISTENCE

Acustic isolation conditions.

AIR TIGHTNESS

Leak reduction without affecting 
possible uses.

WATER TIGHTNESS

Perimetral sealing system to enhance 
performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

5 5

55



System that links the installation of stick curtain walls with in-house glazing, which 

offers different implementation options, either with tape or structural silicone

that is framed at the edges of the glass.

45mm x 100mm9mm – 23mmModular stick curtain wall 72 series

BENEFITS

FEATURES

Ideal for low-rise buildings or small areas

Use of accessories for glass modules installation 

On-site adjustments permitted 

Glass modules are manufactured with an aluminum frame and then are 
attached to the curtain wall structure. 

Glass thicknessSystem Profile width 

MODULAR STICK  CURTAIN WALL

72 Series 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



100mm

108m
m

125mm

45m
m

MODULAR STICK CURTAIN WALL                    Serie 72

This curtain wall use the stick system on site with the glassing on workshop to provide options, structural tape 
and silicon, to create a framed look.

Assembly 

DESIGN

20

PERFORMANCE

*The reference levels are between 1 and 6, with 6 being the highest performance value

Horizontal and
vertical lining

Horizontal
sections

Gentle operation and easy safety. 

WINDLOAD RESISTENCE

Acustic isolation conditions.

AIR TIGHTNESS

Leak reduction without affecting 
possible uses.

WATER TIGHTNESS

Perimetral sealing system to enhance 
performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

5 5

55
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KONCEPT L INE 

Koncept stands out for its robust design, providing a strong, safe and aesthetically superior 
architectural appearance. Its versatility and combination of components makes it an option 
with multiple functionalities that adapt to projects with high specifications such as residential, 
commercial and institutional projects.

Koncept has european systems and design, which allows manufacturing sliding windows and 
doors, Projecting windows, hinged doors and fixed glasses with different opening options.

It is the perfect system for those seeking differentiation in aesthetics, high functionality and 
superior performance in noise reduction, tightness and high wind resistance.

SPACES WITH HIGH STANDARDS 
OF DESIGN AND COMFORT

22
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BENEFITS

FEATURES

KONCEPT LINE 

100 series

European-style large doors, both hinged and sliding, for large openings of terraces, 
balconies and for institutional use.

45 degree smooth surfaces and corners.

Easy to operate with possibility of inwards and outwards opening.

High security due to its different locking possibilities such as multipoint, multipoint 
with key or single point lock.

Better acoustic attenuation due to its tightness and its multiple possibilities of 
thicknesses and glass compositions.

Easy water evacuation thanks to its chamber drainage system.

The frame corners and panels have 45° joints.

Simple and reinforced hooks designed under the NSR10 Colombian standard to 
cover a larger spectrum of panel dimensions.

The system allows the use of different glass thicknesses due to its different glazing 
beads and the EPDM seals interchanging options.

Sliding designs of 2 or more panels due to its 2, 3, or multi-rail frames.

High resistance European chamber accessories that reduce the use of screws, 
facilitating assembly and improving performance.

Equal handles for hinged and sliding doors, ensuring a homogeneous image of the 
system.

With an inclined lines design, it provides a modern and avant-garde appearance, excellent 
performance and harmony. It presents options such as sliding, hinged and fixed glasses with 
high efficiency and performance that complement the other Koncept line systems to solve 
complete European enclosure systems. 

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Sliding door 0,31in - 25mm 101.5mm 125mm 220Kg

200Kg

NA

200Kg155mm

125mm

70mm

101.5mm

54mm

101.5mm

8mm - 25mm

8mm - 25mm

28mm - 34mm
16mm - 22mmHinged door

Lift-and-slide door

Fixed glass

High 
performance 
and easy to 
operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



SLIDING  DOOR                                           100 Series

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

PERFORMANCE

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

XX XXX

XOX OXXO

OX

111mm

125mm

24
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HINGED  DOOR                                            100 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

63mm

120mm

X XXXOOXO/X

25

PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

6

6 5

6
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BENEFITS 

FEATURES

KONCEPT LINE 

70 series

Smooth lines that provide elegance. 45 degrees smooth surfaces and corners.

Better acoustic attenuation due to its tightness and its multiple possibilities of 
thicknesses and glass compositions. It offers systems with monolithic, laminated, or 
insulated glass.

Better tightness due to its improved drainage system.

System designed to meet the requirements of the NSR10 Colombian standard, See 
the ALUMINA technical data sheets.

45 degrees frame profiles and doors. European chamber accessories .

95 mm visual height.

It allows the use of monolithic, laminated and insulated glass from 6 to 15 mm that 
provide different levels of noise isolation.

Tubular frame profiles that reduce leaks.

The system is equipped with seal elements and fixing accessories that ensure 
tightness, reduced leaks, and minimal vibration due to wind.

Different locking options with embedded locks, external and multipoint lock handles, 
according to use and desired security level.

With an inclined line design, it provides a modern and avant-garde appearance, excellent 
performance and harmony. It presents options such as sliding, hinged and fixed glasses with 
high efficiency and performance that complement the other Koncept line systems to solve 
complete european enclosures. 

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Sliding door 6mm - 15mm 67mm 95mm 160Kg

160Kg

160Kg98mm

41mm67mm

67mm

6mm - 22mm

6mm - 15mmSliding window

Fixed glass

High 
performance 
and easy to 
operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



SLIDING DOOR                                             70 Series

PERFORMANCE

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

XX XXX

XOX OXXO

OX

67mm

94,96mm

28

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

5

5 4

4



SLIDING WINDOW                                        70 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

66,9mm

98,06mm

XX

OXXO XX/OO OO/XX

OX XOX

29

PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

5

5 4

4
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BENEFITS 

FEATURES

KONCEPT LINE 

55 series

Easy and convenient drive systems.

Very resistant european camera accessories that reduce panel dropping.

Greater security due to inferior and superior closing points provided by the frame and 
the panels.

The frame and panel provide interior and exterior sealing points. It is possible to 
install glasses from 6 to 27mm for different thermal and noise insulation ranges. 

The folding door allows almost total opening of the spaces.

According to the desired number of panels, the system could be completely folding or 
a combination of folding with hinged, which makes it easy to operate only the hinged 
panel to access without opening the entire system.

System designed to meet the NSR10 Colombian standard.

It has straight lines and interior glazing beads with straight and curved lines to adapt 
to different enclosure systems.

90 degrees frame profiles and 45 degrees panels.

Manufacturing possibilities with monolithic, laminated and insulated glass from 6 to 
27mm thick exchanging glazing beads and seals.

Polyamides closure system that locks at two points (bottom and top) and with 
handles with key to offer security and flat handles for proper panel folding.

Correct tightness due to its two-point seal with high durability EPDM gaskets.

Architectural enclosures that allow manufacturing folding doors. It is the perfect solution if a 
large opening is required in order to have the greatest use of space. In addition, it has proper 
acoustic and hermetic performance. It is a versatile product of easy operation, ideal for 
residential projects in living areas and interior space division purposes.

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Folding door 6mm - 27mm Built-in  48mm
On the floor  89mm

90mm
door jamb

60Kg High performance 
and easy to operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



FOLDING  DOOR                                           5 5  S e r i e s

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

FOTO EN RETOQUE xxx

xxxxx xxxxxx

xxxx

89,2mm

81,9mm

32

PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

5

34

4



BENEFITS 

FEATURES

KONCEPT LINE 

50 series

Better acoustic attenuation due to its tightness and its multiple possibilities of 
glass thicknesses and compositions.

Easy and convenient drive systems.

Improved tightness due to silicone plush seals between door and frame.

The system allows multiple design combinations.

System designed to meet the NSR10 Colombian standard, according to the 
restriction tables.

45 degrees frame profiles and doors.

77mm visual window height.

Hook profiles manufactured under the Colombian NSR10 standard for wind 
load resistance.

Manufacturing possibilities with monolithic and laminated glass from 4 to 
8mm thick.

Correct tightness due to its two-point seal with perimeter silicone plush.

Allows the use of an internal mosquito net.

Elegant system with smooth lines and surfaces. It provides proper acoustic and 
hermetic performance with harmonious and homogeneous design. Sliding windows 
and fixed glasses can be developed with 52mm wide frames, which make this 
window the smallest of its range.

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Sliding Window 4mm - 8mm 53mm 77mm 30Kg

Fixed Glass 4mm - 10mm 52mm 43mm NA

High performance 
and easy to operate. 

  33

  

Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



SLIDING WINDOW                                        50 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

52,4mm

76,85mm

XX OX XXX XOX

OXXO XX/OO OO/XX
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION 45

54



BENEFITS

FEATURES

KONCEPT LINE 

40 series

Better acoustic attenuation due to its tightness and its multiple possibilities of 
glass thicknesses and compositions.

Safe for its anti-false maneuver and limited-opening handles.

Appropriate tightness due to its improved drainage system.

Hermetic closure of doors without open ends due to their multipoint locks.

It offers different systems with monolithic, laminated or insulated glass.

Reduction in after-sales claims for leaks.

System designed to meet the NSR10 Colombian standard.

45 degrees frame profiles and doors. European chamber accessories.

89mm visual height window, 48mm fixed body and 134mm door.

Interior glazing beads option that facilitates assembly and change of glasses. 

These glazing beads are designed with straight and curved lines according to 
the aesthetics of the project.

Manufacturing possibilities with monolithic, laminated and insulated glass from 
6 to 28 mm thick that allow different levels of thermal and acoustic insulation.

It has single-point or multi-point locking options, all powered by cremona 
handles.

Hermetic, with 3 perimeter EPDM seals; interior, exterior and central.

Series with multiple design possibilities such as hinged doors and windows, projecting 
windows, tilt and turn windows, and fixed glasses that allow completely hermetic 
enclosures with an elegant and harmonious design.

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Tilt and turn window 6mm - 28mm 40mm 89mm 130Kg

120Kg

120Kg

Projecting window

Hinged door

6mm - 28mm

6mm - 28mm

40mm

40mm

89mm

134mm

High performance 
and easy to operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



TILT AND TURN WINDOW                            4 0  S e r i e s

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

47,2mm

88,8mm
X/O O/XXOXXO

XXXX
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION6 6

6 4



HINGED DOOR                                              40 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

X O/X XXOX XO

47,2mm

100,2mm
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION6 6

6 4



PROJECTING WINDOW                                40 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel, O: corresponds to the fixed panel

88,8mm

X
Vertical

X
Horizontal

XX
Vertical

OX
Vertical

XO
Vertical

X/O
Vertical

O/X
Vertical

XOX
Vertical

XX
Horizontal

OX
Horizontal

XO
Horizontal

X/O
Horizontal

O/X
Horizontal

XOX
Horizontal
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION6 6

66
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SUPERIOR L INE 

Superior is characterized by a smooth lines design with slightly rounded shapes, which reflect 
a subtle and elegant appearance for those who seek differentiation and functionality, providing 
more comfort than the traditional systems.

This line consists of architectural enclosure systems that allow to manufacture sliding 
windows, projecting windows, sliding doors, hinged doors and fixed glasses with different 
opening combinations. These solutions make this line ideal for those looking for a product with 
good functionality and subtle design.

Superior line is perfect for residential projects in communal areas and rooms.

IDEAL PERFORMANCE SUPERIOR COMFORT

40

ARCHITECTURAL 
SOLUTIONS
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BENEFITS

FEATURES

SUPERIOR LINE 

80 series

Robust profiles that offer handling comfort, easy operation due to its 
heavy-duty wheels and its practical automatic closing for windows. It also 
offers a possibility of manual closing for doors.

Possibility of using lower rail chamber for better water evacuation, use of 
single inclined lower rail, incorporating from two to three rails, which prevents 
water filtration from the outside.

It has three types of hooks that provide versatility and resistance to the wind 
pressure where the product will be installed.

Vertical and horizontal double plush seals and additional accessories that work 
as insulators in all profile joints in order to reduce the wind and noise entry.

Great safety due to its anti-lift accessories and its closing system, either single 
point or multipoint.

It allows the use of monolithic and laminated glass from 6 to 12 mm that 
provide different levels of thermal and acoustic insulation.

EPDM Seals for glazing and acoustic attenuation.

Bearing load capacity of 120Kg.

Maneuvering and assembly accessories available nationally and imported.

Series of architectural enclosures that allows manufacturing sliding doors with the possibility 
of converting into sliding windows due to its combination of lower rails 
and hooks.

Versatile products, simple to assemble, with 90° cuts and slightly rounded profiles. By design, 
it is a smooth solution easy to operate, ideal for residential projects in communal areas and 
rooms. 

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Sliding door 6mm - 12mm 83mm 70mm 120Kg

120KgSliding window 6mm - 12mm 83mm 85mm

High performance 
and easy to operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



SLIDING DOOR                                            80 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

116mm

70mm
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION4 4

44



BENEFITS

FEATURES

SUPERIOR LINE 

50 series

Convenient handling due to its different hooks, easy operation resulting from its 
smooth sliding with practical automatic closing for windows and the possibility of 
manual closing for doors.

Vertical and horizontal double plush seals and additional accessories that work as 
insulators in all profile joints in order to reduce the wind and noise entry.

High safety due to its closing system and its anti-lift accessories.

It allows the use of monolithic and laminated glass from 4 to 10 mm of thickness that 
provide different levels of thermal and acoustic insulation.

It has three types of hooks that provide versatility and resistance to the wind pressure 
where the product will be installed.

53mm frame depth.

EPDM Seals for glazing and acoustic attenuation.

Bearing load capacity of 80Kg per panel.

Maneuvering and assembly accessories available nationally and imported.

Series of architectural enclosures that allows manufacturing sliding windows and fixed glasses 
with the possibility of converting into a door due to the reinforced horizontal inferior frame and 
adjustable bearings.

Versatile products, simple to assemble, with 90° cuts and slightly rounded profiles. Due to its 
design and the possible combination of reinforced profiles, it is a simple solution suitable for 
the market demands.  

Easy to operate products that provide higher levels of performance than the traditional 
systems. It is ideal for residential projects in communal areas and rooms.

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Sliding window 4mm - 10mm 53.4mm 71.1mm 80Kg

80KgSliding door 6mm - 12mm 53.4mm 57.7mm

High performance 
and easy to operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



SLIDING WINDOW                                       50 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel. O: corresponds to the fixed panel.

33,3mm

54,7mm
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION4 4

44



BENEFITS

FEATURES

SUPERIOR LINE 

35 series

Improved alternative for the traditional projecting and hinged system.

Better acoustic attenuation due to its better tightness and its multiple possibilities of 
glass thicknesses and compositions.

Easy and convenient drive systems.

Proper tightness thanks to its improved drainage system.

45 degrees frame profiles and doors. 

European chamber accessories for hinged door and easy to get for 
projecting window.

66mm visual height window and 99mm or 126mm visual height door due to its 2 
possibilities for frame profile.

Projecting (door/window) with integrated glazing bead profile and glazing bead door 
that facilitate assembly.

Manufacturing possibilities with monolithic and laminated glass from 4 to 10mm that 
allow different levels of thermal and acoustic insulation.

Single point locking system for easy operation and high security.

Appropriate tightness due to its two-point seal with high duration EPDM perimeter 
gaskets.

Installation and glass replacement from inside.

Series of architectural enclosures that allows manufacturing projecting windows, hinged 
doors and fixed glass.

Versatile products with 45° cuts. By design it is a simple solution suitable to the market 
demands. Ideal for institutional and residential projects in communal areas and rooms.

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Projecting window 4mm - 10mm 35mm 66mm

80Kg hinge

Horizontral 80kg
Vertical 11kg

Hinged door 4mm - 10mm 35mm 99mm - 126mm

NAFixed glass 4mm - 10mm 35mm 36mm

High performance 
and easy to operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



PROJECTING WINDOW                                35 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel, O: corresponds to the fixed panel
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42mm

66,3mm
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

4

6 5

6



HINGED DOOR                                              35 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel, O: corresponds to the fixed panel

x o/x xx

42mm

73,5mm
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

4

6 5

6
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BENEFITS

FEATURES

SUPERIOR LINE 

33 series

Better acoustic attenuation due to the tightness offered by the plush in the closing 
points. They also provide better adjustment between the frame and the door 
compared to traditional systems.

It offers proper safety through its automatic closing system.

Proper tightness due to its improved lower track drainage system.

3 hooking options according to different wind pressures.

Due to its profiles, it is possible to manufacture sliding windows, fixed parts and the 
combination of both.

It allows the use of 3, 4 and 5mm of glass thickness. 

Possibility of using lower rail, simple or with isobaric chamber for better water 
evacuation.

3 hooking options for the fixed panel that vary according to window restrictions.

Vertical and horizontal on panel seals made of EPDM and plush.

Its design and combination of accessories makes this window a smooth solution, easy to 
operate, which provides higher levels of performance than traditional windows. Versatile 
and simple assembly series with 90° cuts and slightly rounded profiles.

Architectural enclosure system that allows to manufacture sliding windows and fixed 
Glasses. Ideal for residential projects in communal areas and rooms.

Maximum load
capacity per

panel

Glass
thickness

Profile widthFrame depht Accessories

Hinged window 3mm - 5mm 33.7mm 56.4mm 20Kg

NAHinged door 3mm - 5mm 33.7mm 56.4mm
High performance 
and easy to operate. 
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Available 
finishes

ALUMINA has a wide variety of colors, in anodized and paint 
finishes for the architectural systems. Ask technical support 
for more information.



SLIDING WINDOW                                       33 Series

DESIGN AND OPENING MECHANISMS

X: corresponds to the sliding panel, O: corresponds to the fixed panel

OXXO

OX/OO

OX XO XOX

OO/OX
33,7mm

56,6mm
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PERFORMANCE

High performance, solid and easy to operate.

WINDLOAD RESISTANCE
Perimetral closures to enhace acustic isolation consditions. 

AIR TIGHTNESS

Water evacuation system through isobaric chamber, which 
reduces leaks without affecting its maneuverability.

WATER TIGHTNESS
Capacity to use laminated and multi-layer laminated 
glass enhancing its acoustic performance.

ACUSTIC ISOLATION

4

4 2

3



HURRICANE PRODUCTS

ALUMINA offers a wide assortment of hurricane protection systems like Galvanized steel 
storm panels, Accordion shutters (Performance system & Impact technology system), 
Bahamas awning shutters and Roll-up shutters.  This complete portfolio is available in four 
different colors (white, ivory, bronze and beige). This portfolio counts with the Florida Builing 
Code product approval and the Miami Dade county notice of acceptance (NOA).

WE BRING MORE L IFE  
TO YOUR WORLD

52

ARCHITECTURAL 
SOLUTIONS
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Aluminum slat folding shutter system that moves horizontally and folds out of the way on either 
side of the opening.

ADVANTAGES

Moderate priced

Easily covers large openings; offers excellent protection from flying debris.

Can be closed in seconds, deploys faster than most other systems.

Offers increased security by providing locks.

Can be used for upper windows & operated from the inside, if the building has 
single/double hung or sliding windows or in-swing or sliding glass doors.

Commonly used to enclose entire balconies.
 
Build-Out tracks reduce the need for unsightly frames & additional tubes.

ADVANCE DEPLOYMENT TIME NEEDED

WATER PENE TRATION RESISTANCE

POROUS OR NON-POROUS

Since the system is permanently mounted it can be closed very quickly, allowing more time to 
prepare for evacuation or sheltering in place.

May reduce water penetration by reducing the amount of water being blown against windows or 
doors. However, may not significantly reduce water penetration under high pressures, unless 
mounted on the edge of a porch or balcony several feet away from the opening being protected.

Does not keep wind pressure from building up on windows or doors. Generally all systems are 
considered non-porous.

WINDSTORM INSURANCE DISCOUNTS
Qualifies for discounts if all openings are protected with a FBC or Miami-Dade approved system.

OPERATION
Pull the shutter sections together to shut and engage either the locking pins, locks or both 
depending upon the system's design.

HURRICANE PRODUCTS

ACCORDION SHUTTER



Product Approval Number: Florida Building Code: FL # 12549

Wall Header
Its013

Wall Header
Its013

Blade

Starter Blade
Its009

 

Whell
Carrier

 Flat Cm W/handle No PinIts003

Push Buttom

It Lw Blade
Its002

Lock

Screw

Blade
Screw

Product Approval Number: Miami Dade County: 16-0209.15 Florida Building Code: FL # 20466 

Whell
Carrier

Push Buttom
Lock

Blade
Screw

Starter
Fspn005

Hpma Blade
Fspn011Uni-mate

Fspn014

Fspn001

 

Starter
Fspn005

Fspn001
Wall Head L- 1
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 L is t  o f  components

 L is t  of  components

ACCORDION SHUTTER           P e r f o r m a n c e  S y s t e m s                                      

ACCORDION SHUTTER                     Impact technology                                     
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ADVANCE DEPLOYMENT TIME NEEDED

WATER PENE TRATION RESISTANCE

POROUS OR NON-POROUS

After initial installation, it takes 10 to 15 minutes per shutter depending upon the type of 
system selected.

Does not significantly reduce water penetration. Open louver systems will allow water 
inside, which creates opportunity for window and door leaks.

Does not keep wind pressure from building up on windows or doors. Generally all 
systems are considered non-porous.

WINDSTORM INSURANCE DISCOUNTS
Qualifies for discounts if all openings are protected with a FBC or Miami-Dade approved 
system.

OPERATION
Shutters use a telescoping arm with a locking thumb screw to hold them open.

HURRICANE PRODUCTS

BAHAMAS AWNING SHUTTERS

The Bahamas awning shutter adds a decorative look to hurricane protection. This style is very 
popular in the islands, where the shutter is used to shade and keep rain out of screened 
openings.

ADVANTAGES

Due the decorative look these shutters are widely accepted where historical or 
architectural review commetees strictly control aesthetics. 

Permanently mounted and usually only takes a screwdriver to attach the additional 
locking hardware. 

Adds a decorative accent to existing structures. 

One other benefit of this system is shading the window which can significantly 
reduce energy costs.
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BAHAMAS AWNING SHUTTERS 

List  of  components

Product Approval Number
Florida Building Code: FL # 15061

Bahama slat
Itb001

Bahama frame
Itb002

Bahama frame
Itb002

Upper aluminum
Mechanism

Lower Aluminum
Mechanism

Upper aluminum
Mechanism

It bahama ret bar
P025



Blades have a wall thickness ranging from .040 to .060 inches. Extruded aluminum slats are 
the strongest and most impact-resistant available.

ADVANTAGES

Motorized systems can be automated by using anemometers, timers, remote 
controls, or even telephone or computer-operated systems. 

Offer good security for absentee owners or properties that are in evacuation zones. 

One of the better systems for resisting water intrusion, when using unvented slats. 

Can be manually operated from inside, so is suitable for all styles of operable or fixed 
windows and in-swing or out-swing doors.

ADVANCE DEPLOYMENT TIME NEEDED

WATER PENE TRATION RESISTANCE

POROUS OR NON-POROUS

Since the system is permanently mounted it can be closed very quickly, allowing more time 
to prepare for evacuation or sheltering in place.

May reduce water penetration by reducing the amount of water being blown against 
windows or doors. However, may not significantly reduce water penetration under high 
pressures, unless mounted on the edge of a porch or balcony several feet away from the 
opening being protected.

Does not keep wind pressures from building up on windows or doors. Generally all systems 
are considered non-porous.

WINDSTORM INSURANCE DISCOUNTS
Qualifies for discounts if all openings are protected with a FBC or Miami-Dade approved 
system.

OPERATION
Pull down, manually crank or activate the motor using a switch or remote option.

59

HURRICANE PRODUCTS

RULL-UP SHUTTERS
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ROLL- UP SHUTTERS

LIST OF  COMPONENTS

Product Approval Number
Florida Building Code: FL # 21901

IT ER 60 mm TRACK
ITR002

It Cover Cap
ITR001

It Cover Cap
ITR001

IT ER 60 mm TRACK 
ITR002

IT ER 60 mm SLATE
ITR004

Casing Box

End Cap

End Cap

Hollow Motor

Driving Tube 

Slat Lock 
Nylon

Inox Screw

Rubber 

Plush

Plush

Security Spring
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HURRICANE PRODUCTS

GALVANIZED STEEL STORM PANEL

Panels come in standard widths of 14 1/2" with a coverage factor of 12 1/2" per sequential 
panel. Panel lengths are relative to the opening they cover, and typically overlap 1 or 2 
corrugations to cover window and door openings. Available in 22 & 20 gauge thicknesses.

ADVANTAGES

Inexpensive system with good protection. 

Easy to deploy when used with track systems.

ADVANCE DEPLOYMENT TIME NEEDED

WATER PENE TRATION RESISTANCE

POROUS OR NON-POROUS

"Initial Do-It-Yourself (DIY) installation: Approximately 30-60 minutes per opening to 
install tracks & anchors onto the structure.
 
After anchors or tracks are installed it may take as little as 10 - 15 minutes per window 
or door to deploy the panels."

May reduce water penetration by reducing the amount of water being blown against 
window or door.

"This system reduces wind pressure from building up on windows or doors 
(superimposed load). 
Non-porous if installed with track systems and using side and end closures."

WINDSTORM INSURANCE DISCOUNTS
Qualifies for discounts if all openings are protected with a Florida Building Code or 
Miami-Dade NOA approved system.

OPERATION
"Must be taken out of storage, carried to each opening, and deployed well before 
tropical storm-force winds arrive."
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GALVANIZED STEEL STORM PANEL           with  angles

GALVANIZED STEEL STORM PANEL          with chanels                                

L IST OF  COMPONENTS

LIST OF  COMPONENTS

Product Approval Number: Miami Dade County: Cal20: 15-0615.07 Miami Dade County: Cal22: 15-0615.06

“L” Studded Angle
FSP038

Galvanized 
Storm Panels
(Standard Lengths)
SPAN033
SPAN045
SPAN058
SPAN070
SPAN080
SPAN088
SPAN102

“H” Wall Header
FSP011

Interior Mount
“H” Wall 
Bottom Track
FSP036

Galvanized
Storm Panels

 

(Standard Lengths)
SPAN033
SPAN045
SPAN058
SPAN070
SPAN080
SPAN088
SPAN102

Interior Mount
H” Wall Header
FSP035
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GALVANIZED STEEL STORM PANEL          with chanels                                

COLOMBIA
Bogotá - D.C. 
Cra 19 A No. 77-29, C.C Los Héroes | Tel: (+57 1) 795 3410

Itagüí - Antioquia 
Cra 64 A No.33-40 | Tel: (+57 4) 370 5600

Yumbo - Valle
Cra 32 No. 11-101 | Tel: (+57 2) 651 0400

Barranquilla - Atlántico
Cll. 70 No. 43-46 | Tel: (+57 5) 318 5590

USA
Miami 
Miami Industrial Logistics Center 
15002 NW 107th Ave. Suite 1 Hialeah Gardens, Fl 33018
Tel: (+1) 305 444 1198

ECUADOR
Quito Norte 
Av. 6 de diciembre No. 51-53, José Rafael Bustamante
Tel: (+593 2) 240 1958

www.alumina.com.co
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